
Introducing Numerology Star Reader 11.0

Numerology Star Reader 11.0 was designed to give you the ability to read your Numerological and 
Astrological predictions. It also interprets over 1000 dreams and superstitions, any first name, and 
last but not least any past life or other paranormal experience! Mystical and magical qualities have 
been ascribed to numbers, stars, dreams, superstitions and names both in antiquity and in modern 
times. Numerology Star Reader 11.0 will interpret this world for you.

My system is the only true Pythagorean Astrological and Numerological system available in the 
world today! I based my entire "calculation engine" on three sets of numbers which make you truly
unique from anyone else. I use your birthday as well as your parents birthdays to give you your 
personal Numerological and Astrological readings. 

New additions to the Numerology Star Reader 11.0 are: palm readings, fate readings, death 
readings, blood type readings as well as Numerological & Astrological reports in plain text and html
formats!

You can also now select any year from the next century, change background color for stunning 
visual effects and access help info right from the app!

Awards: "Top 10 in 1997!" by PC World, "5 Stars!" by Shareware Junkies, "Must Have!" by 
Microsoft Shareware Page, "MDN Award of Excellence!" MDN 1998, "Top 10 Foreign Shareware 
Products of the Year!" (Australia)... and the list is growing!

Who Should Use Numerology Star Reader 11.0

Numerology Star Reader 11.0 should be used by anyone and everyone who has an open mind and 
who is curious about the ancient art of predicting the future via Astrology, Numerology, Dream and 
Name Interpretation, as well as discovering his or her past through Past Lives Interpretation.

Numerology Star Reader 11.0 Options

Y your soul and family numbers
M your mother’s soul number
F your father’s soul number
STARS outcome for any given day in any year
L NUMS your 3 lucky numbers for the selected date
U NUMS your 3 unlucky numbers for the selected date
L POWER refers to what is called Life Force (longer bar is better)
S POWER refers to what is called Spirit Power (longer bar is better)
P LUCK refers to what is called Personal Luck (longer bar is better)
B LUCK refers to what is called Business Luck (longer bar is better)
GEMS your birthstone, flower and symbol
EVIL EYE Evil Eye reading
LOVE love and your Astrological Sign
BODY “anatomy” and your Astrological Sign 
WEALTH wealth and your Astrological Sign
LINKS your color, metal, stone, plant and etc.
TRAITS your negative and positive traits



COUPLES who is compatible with your Astrological Sign
CAREERS careers for your Astrological Sign
PREDICTIONS numerological predictions for daily activities
SUPERSTITIONS superstitions interpretation
SPELLS numerological love spells
DREAMS dream interpretation (over 1000 dreams explained)
NAME - YEAR name interpretation through ancient symbols and year of birth
FT fate reading
DT death reading
BD TYPE blood type reading
PALM RD palm reading
REPORT daily reports in plain text and html formats
PAST LIVES past life reading

 AQU AQUARIUS general information*

 ARI ARIES general information*

 CAP CAPRICORN general information*

 PIC PICES general information*

 TAU TAURUS general information*

 GEM GEMINI general information*

 CAN CANCER general information*

 LEO LEO general information*

 VIR VIRGO general information*

 LIB LIBRA general information*

 SCO SCORPIO general information*

 SAG SAGITTARIUS general information*

EXIT will end the program and save all your changes automatically

*Also includes information about Fire, Earth, Air and Water Signs.

Using Numerology Star Reader 11.0

Enter all birthdays and change the current date if necessary. If you do not know any of the required
items, make your best guess. After you have entered required information select any number of 
options. Your readings will be clearly displayed. Any day can be selected. You can check your past, 
present or future. Lucky and unlucky numbers can be the same. For Power and Luck Readings 
longer bars are better. For dream interpretation just enter (in small letters only) what you dreamed 
of (one object from your dream at a time) and click on the DREAMS button. So, for example, “car”
is one object and “ice cream” is also one object. Your dream will be explained no matter how many 
things you saw in it. Please note that different things can predict the same outcome, so don’t be 



surprised if you entered "field" and the explanation refers to both "rice" and "field." Why? 
Because some of the explanations go back hundreds of years! For name interpretation just enter 
any first name, make sure that in Your Birthday section the correct birth year is selected and click 
on NAME - YEAR button. For superstitions just select a superstition from the drop down list box 
and click on the SUPERSTITIONS button. For daily activities predictions just select any activity 
from the drop down list box and click on the PREDICTIONS button. For love spells enter the first 
name of the individual you want to put your love spell on and click on the SPELLS button, then 
just follow instructions.

To receive your past life reading select any year between 9000 BC and 2000 AD (if you don’t specify 
explicitly AD or BC, AD years will be used), choose occupation and a clue from the drop down list 
boxes and enter an age between 1 and 99 in the box under the “AGE” text. Then click on the PAST 
LIVES button and answer all the questions. Your past life reading will be clearly displayed. (If you 
are not sure about occupation or clue, choose “none” for both and make your best guess about the 
age. Now, let me explain a couple of things. Years between 9000 BC and 2000 AD refer to the time 
when you think your past life event took place. Age refers to your age at that time. Occupation 
refers to what you think you did for a living at that time. Clue refers to an event, a person, or an 
object in some way associated with your experience. Depending on your past life or any other 
paranormal experience you have had, you will be asked a number of questions. Please answer all of 
them to the best of your abilities and recollection!)

Registration and Pricing

For individuals to register Numerology Readers (Numerology Star Reader and Companion Reader)
please send $35.00 (personal check or money order in US funds only) and your e-mail address to: 

Eugene Khmelevsky Inc.
2003 E. Lake Bluff Blvd.
Shorewood, WI 53211 USA
 
You will receive your registration ID via e-mail shortly after that.




